
Grade: 9 [B+C] 1st Unit Test  Full Marks: 20 
Sub: Computer Science SET “A” Pass Marks: 10 

1) Answer the following questions:   [52=10] 
 a) Why do you call computer as versatile and diligent machine? Explain. 
 b) List the features of a computer? 
 c) Define laptop and palm top computers. 
 d) How is being computers used in banks? Explain. 
 e) Enlist the limitations of computer. 

2) Perform the following numeric operation as indicated:  [61=6] 
 a) 16168 = (?)10 b) 232010 = (?)16 c) 44208 = (?)16 

 d) Add: 1010102 + 111112  e) (11112 + 112)  1012   f) 111112 – 100012 

3) Write the full form of the following abbreviated forms:  [40.5=2] 
 a) MIPS b) GIGO c) BIT d) ASCII  

4) Give the appropriate technical terms for the following:  [40.5=2] 
 a) The property of computer being not bored and tired on doing same 

work frequently.  [          ] 
 b) The technical error in computer. [          ] 
 c) The combination of 4 bits. [          ] 
 d) A chip that performs many functions and calculations that make your 

computer run. [          ]  
============================================================ 

Grade: 9 [B+C] 1st Unit Test  Full Marks: 20 
Sub: Computer Science SET “B” Pass Marks: 10 

1) Answer the following questions:   [52=10] 
 a) Why do you call computer as Automatic and brainless idiot? Explain. 
 b) Explain the term GIGO and BUG? 
 c) Define Super computer and Desktop computers. 
 d) How is being computers used in Education field? Explain. 
 e) Differentiate between analog and digital computers.  

2) Perform the following numeric operation as indicated:  [61=6] 
 a) 21308 = (?)10 b) 437010 = (?)16 c) 104228 = (?)16 

 d) Add: 101102 + 111112  e) 1112 + 1012  1112   f) 101012 – 111112 

3) Write the full form of the following abbreviated forms:  [40.5=2] 
 a) ATM b) CAD c) CBT d) BCD  

4) Give the appropriate technical terms for the following:  [40.5=2] 
 a) The property of computer being used in different fields.  [          ] 
 b) The unit of measuring computers processing speed. [          ] 
 c) The combination of 8 bits. [          ] 
 d) The process of correcting errors in a program. [          ]  


